Discover the difference

What makes Sage Catalyst unique?

Sage Catalyst provides unlimited, university-wide access to more than 750 premium social science textbooks with full curriculum coverage and brings discussion into content. The platform is designed to meet the demands of the hybrid classroom, increasing student engagement and collaboration whilst giving important insights on student behaviours.

Equitable online access
Sage Catalyst helps libraries remove barriers to learning by providing equitable student access to a wide range of sought after textbooks, giving all students the resources that they need to succeed.

Curate resources & integrate with your VLE
Instructors can curate reading lists from Sage chapters or upload other resources like lecture notes or YouTube videos to manage course resources in just one place. Embedding chapters or modules directly into your VLE couldn't be easier.

Increased student engagement & satisfaction
Resources are brought to life through peer-to-peer collaboration and anonymous commenting allows less confident students to participate and gain a voice. Private notetaking features encourage independent study, whilst allowing faculty to better understand how content is being used.

Full curriculum coverage
The collection of textbooks in Sage Catalyst spans across 10 disciplines, including Business & Management, Psychology, Research Methods, Education, and more, providing full curriculum coverage.

Collaborative online classroom
Faculty and students can add comments directly within resources, encouraging discussion and collaboration both in and out of the classroom. Create a community within course content, as students learn from each other and co-create knowledge irrespective of location.

Easy-to-read analytics
Engagement analytics at student, resource, and class level offer insight into student behaviour, how reading list resources are being interacted with, and where help is needed. This makes it easy to shape course design and delivery to meet student needs.

Find out more, and request a demo sagelearningresources.com/catalyst